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Abstract--This paper presents a authentication technique
where it is having an secure way of hiding the data from
hackers and unauthorized user. Here, it will create a
different barriers for the hacker so that he may get confused
to hack the secure data of the account. There is a critical
problem about hacking of data in a networking world. So, to
prevent that hacking here it will create a image based
password where there is having a random codes below the
images in a gallery so that it cannot be copied by any user,
and mainly it will prevent the shoulder surfing attack which
is very popular nowadays. The images are displayed in a
gallery according to the choice of an user interest where he
will choose his question and according to that question the
relevant images are displayed in it. As it will provide the
security to the user's account while logging his account.
There is no chances of proxy password in a login page ,it will
capture easily the attacker and block the account. As, it is
resistance to all types of attacks and mainly it will provide a
excellent security to the user's information. It is better than a
textual based password and prevents the image gallery attack.
Keywords-Graphical Password ,Authentication Security
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in a different ways but it will not infeasible to
shoulder surfing attacks. Here, by studying all the
papers and finding all the problems in it, tried a new
technique where all the data will be kept hidden and
to prevent it from hackers. Mostly people uses a
textual based password but it is not secure for them to
secure their information. So, graphical password is to
be generated to stop that attacks. And in textual based
password there are different attacks were occurs like
brute force, guessing attack, dictionary attacks. And
it will create a problem for the user to sign in his
account by using text based password. For this reason
this graphical password scheme is created to prevent
it from all difficulties of different attacks. Likewise ,
there are only two attacks are possible in a image
based password and here we will also makes
infeasible to this two attacks. So, that there are very
few chances of attacking the image gallery and
finding a password. As, to make all suggestions from
different authors of graphical password papers, it
will conclude that this paper is infeasible to any
attacks in it.

I. INTRODUCTION
II. AUTHENTICATION
Graphical password are generally more easier to
remember than textual based passwords and it is a
human tendency that he can write a same password
for different accounts. So, that there are possibilities
of hacking the password very easily by different
software like key-loggers. It will easily capture the
code that will user set it as his or her password. To
prevent all such types of attacks , this paper
introduced a new technique of authentication where
user gets more security to hide his information in a
proper way from different hackers and other users.
There are many papers where authentication is done

In day to day life, there are several things that we
want to make secure it from others. In this type there
is an authentication scheme which will provide
security to our information which is called as
authentication. This is the process of securing the
data from threats to remain its privacy and here the
user will grant permission's to access the resources.
User authentication mostly occurs with the
interaction of human to computer. Mostly, a user
have to enter the username and password to begin
his system. There is some authorization which
provides online backup services, updating and
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monitoring systems to securely authenticate and
verify the system in a way that it is not a hacker. User
names are generally being their initials which makes
them easy to guess. people often create weak
passwords, which are easily stolen. There are certain
assumptions in it like minimum length, complexity,
and some special symbols which are more vulnerable
to different attacks. In authentication it is defined as a
system which will consists of different challenges
and tasks to response. There are various factors
which will depend up on strong security, ATM
machines, banks used that password scheme to
protect from different threats. Authentication will be
done in a way that no one can stolen it, and not easily
accessed by any other.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

This paper proposed a method where it will consists
of different images in a gallery and it is mainly
feasible to shoulder surfing and images gallery
attacks that will not possible in textual based
password. As, it is having an authentication scheme,
where it will be having an different questions will be
set according to user's choice where user select his or
her own question and according to his choice he will
be displayed a number of images in it, where there is
some code written below every image in a gallery.
And while login the account, user have to first fill all
his details in it.

III. RELATED WORK

There are different authentication techniques which
are to be done by different authors. In recognition
based technique[1] there are several images in a
gallery, where user have to select the different images
according to his choice in it. He will pick several
pictures from the gallery and after that set it as his
password. But there is a drawback of that technique
which takes longer to create than text password, and
creates heavy load on database to store many images
because there are unlimited images in it.
In Passface technique[2] , there are several images of
faces which are to be registered in an account by
selecting those images as its password. This faces are
to be selected by the user's choice where it will be
having an different faces in it. There is an
disadvantage is that there is having a heavy load in
database of that decoy images in it. And sometimes it
is predictable also.
Man-et-al [3] proposed a technique of an preregistered picture objects in a gallery which are fixed
and while login the page user have to write a code
written below each picture and set it as his password.
But it is difficult for the user to remember the codes
written below the picture and the images in it.

Fig 1: Registration of an account
After filling all the details in it, user have to move to
the image gallery and a question port where he will
get different questions and according to user's choice
he have to select one of the question in it. Then, he
will get a relevant images according to his choice of a
question.
Likewise, in this paper it will consists of different
questions and according to his images are in the
gallery. The codes that are below each image are
randomly changing. If user want to login his account
next time he just have to remember the images that
he had selected during the registration phase and
write a code in a password box in it.
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graphical passwords. As, we know that text based
passwords are often difficult to remember because it
will consists of special symbols, capital and small
letters in it. This is infeasible to all the attacks
shoulder surfing and image gallery attack which are
very popular nowadays. This authentication
technique provides more security to the information
that we want to keep secret in our system and it is
infeasible to all the attacks in it.
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Fig 2: Selection of question in a image gallery
Registration will be done in a way that user can
remember the image that he had selected and it will
infeasible to the shoulder surfing attack because if
anyone can capture his password there will be no use
as everytime codes will be changing below each
image and also changing their positions. If user want
to change his password then there is a option for reset
the password where he will select the question and
set an images as his password. There is having
another alternative if user wants to lock his account
he can do it and also he can unlock his account when
he wants. If user forget his password then he have to
click on forget password where he have to enter his
email id and after that he will get a code in his mail
where he have to enter that code in box verify code
and after that he will get the login and according to
procedure he will select the desired question that he
wants. It is better way of countering the different
graphical passwords attacks in it and it is resist to all
attacks. It will be shown that text based passwords
are more complicated and it is easily captured by
anyone, as compared with graphical based password.

V. CONCLUSION
There are many authentication schemes in this area of
networking world. Here, some authentication
schemes are based on the physical and behavioural
structure, and some other authentication schemes are
based on user’s knowledge such as textual and
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